IV.Y Small test - revision
names:
Example 1.
What is the difference between a radioactive isotope of an atom
and a an isotope of the same atom that is not?

Example 2.
Which of the three types of radiation (alpha, beta, gamma):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

is made up of electrons
is a form of electromagnetic radiation
is stopped by skin
carries positive charge
has the same properties as X-rays
travels at the lowest speed
can penetrate a thick sheet of lead
is stopped by skin
is the most ionizing

Example 3.
Complete following decay equations:
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Example 4.
There is the graph of a stability of the
nucleus below. By which decays (α, β-, β+)
can the isotope marked with the big black
spot (in right top corner) become stable?
(it‘s more than one decay)

Example 5.
Atom of radon-222 decays with two alpha decays and than with
one beta minus decay. Write the name, mass and proton number of
this reaction product atom!

Example 6.
Half-life of an atom of iodine–128 is 25 minutes, the activity
of a sample is 700 Bq. What was the activity of this sample 1
hour and 15 minutes ago?
Example 7.
A sample of an element A has double the activity and half of
the half-life than a sample of an element B. Whan will be their
activity after hal-life of element A, half-life of element B,
twice the half-life of A, twice the hlaf-life of B?
Example 8.
estimate half life from the graph

Example 9.
two element with different HL, but same activity, which will be
bigger after 10 years?
Example 10.
What is the difference between Rutherford’s and Thomson’s model
of atom?

